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About This Content

The word legendary is thrown around often, but on the subject of early ‘90s motorsport, the legacy of DTM race cars has proven
worthy of that title. The unique handling and sounds of these cars become rarer by the minute, but they can be yours to

experience every day in RaceRoom. Purchase the 1992 DTM car pack and add 5 racing legends to your lineup.

Cars

Audi V8 DTM
Based on its street going brother, Audi developed the Group A V8 for entry into the Deutsche Tourenwagen
Meisterschaft (DTM). The early ‘90s belonged to the Audi V8 DTM, where it was the only car in the series to possess a
V8 engine and 4-wheel-drive.

BMW M3 Sport Evolution
Reveling in the success and popularity of the E30, BMW pushed the model to new heights in 1990 with the M3 Sport
Evolution. Today only a handful of these beloved cars remain, but you can drive the BMW M3 Sport Evolution daily
here in RaceRoom.

Ford Mustang GT DTM
The Ford Mustang GT DTM is a lightweight car with loads of horsepower and dragon like sound. This legendary and
increasingly rare car roars to life every day in RaceRoom.
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Mercedes 190E EVO II DTM
The attention grabbing Mercedes 190E EVO II DTM drives as good as it looks. In 1992 Klaus Ludwig claimed the title
in this car and Ellen Lohr became the first woman to win a DTM race behind the wheel of her 190E.

Opel Omega 3000 Evo 500
The limited series Opel Omega 3000 Evo 500 was built to compete in DTM and its 3-litre straight-6 engine could push
the car to a top speed of 300 km/h. Bring this legend to your RaceRoom lineup.

Important Info/DLC Purchasing Policy

R3E user accounts are associated with the user’s Steam account for security and transactions through Steam Wallet. A Steam
account can use multiple R3E accounts by using the ‘switch accounts’ function in the R3E Account Settings.

Upon purchasing an R3E DLC via the Steam Store, an R3E user account will be permanently associated with that Steam
account and it will no longer be possible to switch accounts. The option to switch accounts will be permanently removed from

the R3E Account Settings.
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Title: RaceRoom - DTM 1992 Car Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Sector3 Studios
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft Windows Vista / 7

Processor:Dual core at 1.6 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Processor or AMD equivalent

Memory:2 GB

Graphics:NVIDIA 7900 512 MB Video Card or AMD equivalent

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:12 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,French,German,Italian
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This game is great fun, and one of the few VR titles that I can honestly say is worth the money. I've put in about 20 hours of
single player action so far, and haven't played multiplayer yet. I'm sure that's awesome as well, since it seems the game was
designed around coop. The single player missions are hard even when you set the difficulty to easy, so I'm sure the experience is
even better. I just didn't want to jump into multiplayer green and drag down the team. I think I am ready now. :-).

It would be nice is the devs created controls for the motion controllers and not just the gamepad, but given that it is Battlezone,
the dual stick on the gamepad works great for manuvering the tank. I would probably choose to use the gamepad even if the
motion controllers were an option. Since it is a seated experience, then it really doesn't matter much to me.

I can see why some people experience motion sickness with this title. I find you have to acclimate to it. The woosy feeling
seemed to subside the better I got at driving the tank. I think it's good form for the devs to try and make it easier for those that
are more suseptable to it, but I wouldn't want them to enforce it accross the board. It would have to be optional. I have no
problem with the game the way it is now, and I wouldn't want to lose my peripheral vision in exchange for the "fix".

Other than that, I find that some of the enemy respawns in the game are cheap shots meant to burn your lives. In a typical
conflict you win ground and advance the line. Not so much here. You'll clear the same area several times. I'm starting to predict
it, but I don't think it's necessary. I'd rather have them throw more enemy at me from a distance than have a single heavy tank
respawn behind me. If they are gonna suckerpunch you then they should make the lives a little more affordable. I have been
unable to get to the bigger upgrades simply because I'm spending too much on lives that (in most cases) I shouldn't have lost.
However, that too could be because the game is really designed for multiplayer.

The biggest selling point in my opinion is the replayability. I know I am going to burn hours on this title because of the way
they've designed it. No two campaigns are the same, and it's fun of you just want to spend ten minutes, or if you want to play for
hours. The VR games are still emerging, and it seems we have new choices almost every day, but only a few will stand the test
of time. My money is on this game being one of them.. I really like this game. It's whole presmis is unique and different. The
level of challange in the game escolates in just the right fashon and the controles aren't that bad either. I can't tell wether there is
so post to be a story or not, but other then that it's great.

It's a good game for someone who wants to just play something. It's not to scary and it's not to dull. It's just the right amount to
make it interesting. 9/10!. I have not written a negative review before, so I dont want to sound like a dbag. I hope I will be able
to change this review in the next 14 days, or I will have to return it. This game is unplayable. The cutscenes are godawful, the
framerate is godawful, and the voice acting is god awful. The one positive I have for this game is that it has great graphics when
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it comes to the environment. I know its early access, but the game needs to be at least playable. Please devs, fix this quick. I
need a good Lovecratian game, and this isnt cutting it.. I still love Cosmic Osmo for what it is, even all these years later. It's not
much of a game, much closer to a "toy", you play with it, but it doesn't really have anything that defines it as a game by modern
standards; There is no winning or losing, there are no time limits, there are no objectives. You wander around neat places,
interact with silly stuff, play with things you find, et cetera.
And, being a Cyan game, Cosmic Osmo shows that they have beautifully detailed and expressive art design, even in straight-up
black and white. Damn! Look at those monochomatic pixels, they're great!

This is a great game for kids if you need to keep them entertained for a while, also good for grown-up kids who want to unwind
to a game with zero expectations and a lot of content\/hidden fun for you to discover.

Since this game cannot be purchased on its own, I can only tell you whether or not it is a worthwhile addition to the Cyan
Collection:
Hell yes it is.. Viaerium is truly a unique game...

There's no losing unless you give up~

No possible way to fail unless you stopped playing this game.

Those stuff aside, the game itself is quite luckluster, to say the least. It's graphics are minimalistic, yet pleasantly
arranged artistically, making up for the very few assets it uses.

The game is very short, being able to be finished in under 30 minutes if you go along a normal pace transversing each
level. Each level contains red orbs or the "orbs of wisdom" where picking one up causes inspiring quotes to flash on the
screen. It is not mandatory to pick them all up to finish the game itself. As you complete each level, you approach closer
to this so-called "Council", which are those gold cubes you bump into every time to complete a level.

To be honest, it would be unfair to judge the quality of this game based solely on my review. Some people like the well
composed levels and short, inspiring story it delivers, others don't. I personally liked it, and I'd definitely say it's worth
checking it out if you have a spare dollar or two to spend.

. This really is an amazing little piece of free download just get it and aspend some time with it exploring different
ways to make the attractors interact with each other and millions (how many really?) of little "sugar" particles. every
time i play the wall that i can sprtay on dosent render so i cant do anything please help. Game is broke since update. I
can't see any benefits of the update except it takes your mouse pointer away unless you are escaped. Game gets real
boring really fast. Has no substance. Just another EA walking simulator. Definetely not worth $10. If you catch it on
sell for .99 it be worth buying.. Quite simply. Darkest Dungeon is a better game. If you havn't played that yet. Buy it
instead of this game. If you loved Darkest dungeon and want more of the same, this might be it. Warning though, the
uniqe atmosphere in DD is unique. This doesnt even come close
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Really good game, even with the small amount of time I played it feels great.. Eina nx you can shoot well very good shooting
shooting is good for you nes you can zudyt. The best 7,10 euro I spent. This game rules and has workshop support and the
community already created manny pardo and hitler..

You did good community you did good.. First up, Console review-
So I bought the Switch release which just came out about a week ago and while it's fun there, the JoyCons are not ideal. The Pro
Controller alleviates some of the twitchy/precise aiming needed. I would imagine the other console releases suffer the same fate.
I've gotten as far as round 5 with amazing early runes only to be demolished by enemies that are putting a clinic around you
because half the time your battle is with the controls. 2 bugs I've noticed on the Switch release: SLOW. SLOW. SLOW
inventory managing and the occasional UI text pop up that does not go away if your pointer was hovering over an item when you
back out of inventory/shop.

-PC-
Just get the PC version and call it a day.

-Cons-
*More music wouldn't hurt.
*Enemies are huge damage sponge.. Pretty addictive and challenging, your reflexes will really be put to the test as you figure out
how to chain rockets together for those massive combos.. What's the Craic Guys

So it's safe to say this game isn't the same game I helped kickstart BUT saying that, its still got some good potential. Comparing
the game to 'This War of Mine' is fair.

Kickstarter said it would be open world its not. You have to build your base select areas to explore and scavenge. Bandits
zombies and other creepy looking monsters will defend areas, you'll need to explore the easier areas first and build up weapons
and let other survivors join your team. Managing food can be hard at the start but keep your team small at first and you'll be
fine. Sticking to easy areas gets you started pretty quickly.

I'm going to wait until the games been updated a bit before playing it again. I would advise keeping an eye on this one.

I was really looking forward to an open world adventure where you could equip a group of survives send them out in a truck to
kill bandits for loot then return to base to defend it from a wave of zombies. manning towers and gun turrets. But sadly this is
not that type of game.

My first playthrough:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sv8E4W81dRo. Its a very short game, a dark story in it, the ambience is quite good for the
story and graphics & art & sounds are very nice but the thing with this game is that there are some bugs in this game. (For
example: sometimes the game stuck at black screen and to get rid of that you should change some in-game settings) Another
thing is that game crashes sometimes and unfortunately you cannot save the game so if the game crashes in the middle of the
story you have to start all over again. If devs fix these problems then its a playable and a good game.
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